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Game Tutorials

You don't need to read this manual to play the game.  You can just play, and stuff will be explained 
through in-game tutorials and tips, plus a little experimentation clicking around the interface.    Also, 
this information is available in-game through the help section on the main menu.  But if you like 
manuals, here you go!  :)

Game Overview

Four Warring Factions

Earth's descendants are split into four embattled factions:  the Free Nations, the Salvation, the Drone 
Unity, and the Wyr.  This conflict defines the major focus of the game.  At character selection, you will 
choose to play a soldier in one of these four factions.  Your fate will be tied to the fate of your faction. 
If your faction is destroyed, you will be incapable of progressing further in the game.

Space and Planet Battles

As a soldier you will receive missions to engage in space and planet battles.  As you complete these 
missions you will gain ranks, skills, equipment, and ship upgrades.  Ultimately, you can become 
commander of your faction.

Exploration

During the game, new unstable wormholes will open.  These wormholes lead to new planets and 
galaxies with dangers and mysteries to explore.
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Faction Drone Unity

Description
The Drone Unity evolved out of assault drones 
created during the second Galactic War.  They 
rebelled, and became intent on galactic 
supremacy.  They seek domination over their 
former masters.

Play style
Powerful weapons and heavily armored, but 
slow moving and easy to target.  They are the 
most straight forward assault-style character to 
play.

Weapons
Exo-Cannon

• Powerful shoulder-mounted long distance gun.  

• Primary use:  Precise shots at distant, single targets.

Shred Claw

• A powerful grasping and shredding melee weapon.  

• Primary use:  High damage to close range targets.

• The shred claw can hit multiple targets at once if they are all in front of you.

Rocket Launch

• This rocket damages everything in the blast radius.  

• Primary use:  Very effective on buildings, turrets, and crowds.  

• Hold down button to charge, then release to fire.  Must be fully charged to fire.
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Faction Free Nations

Description
The Free Nations are the last remnant of 
humanity.  They are a democracy devoted to the 
justice and freedom of its people.  Her military 
is the champion of galactic law.

Play style
Well rounded.  Not the fastest, strongest, or 
most powerful.  However, the free nations have 
excellent weapon technology.  

Weapons
Blaster

• The standard issue marine blaster.  

• Fire in short bursts to reduce recoil.

• Primary use:  an all around good weapon, ideal against single distant targets.

Electro Blade

• Extends a short stream of energy from a wristband mounting.  

• Hit "Fire" then "Aim" to quickly alternate attacks.  

• Primary use:  High damage to close range targets.  Can hit multiple targets.

Grenade Launch

• Damages everything in the blast radius.  

• Hold down button to charge, then release to fire.  Must be fully charged to fire.

• Primary use:  Very effective on buildings, turrets, and crowds. 
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Faction Salvation

Description
The Salvation are a race of mutated humans.  Their 
transformation occurred throughout the catastrophe 
of earth's dying years.  They are fanatics, devout to a 
prophecy written in the book of Ascension.

Play style
Small, nimble, and fast moving.  The most fragile of 
all faction's soldiers.  Most effective when played 
with fast reflexes and in constant motion.  Their raw 
damage output is lacking, but their ability to reflect 
bullets and drain energy makes up for this.

Weapons
Resonance Pistol

• Not the most accurate or powerful weapon, but two of these light pistols can be 
held and fired at once.

• Primary use:  Distant, single targets.

Energy Drain

• Shoots a tendril of energy at any nearby enemy in front of you.  

• Unleashes energy to damage a targeted enemy and heal yourself.  

• Higher tech weapons can drain multiple enemies at once.  

Shield Gun

• Raises a shield which reflects incoming enemy fire.  

• Higher tech shield guns more accurately reflect bullets at increased damage

• Primary use:  Defensive, when under heavy enemy fire.  

Used properly, the shield can protect you while damaging the enemy.  Learn to quickly switch between 
the shield and your other weapons.
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Faction Wyr

Description
The Wyr were created as scientist androids.  To 
enhance creative thought, human DNA was fused into 
their neural networks.  Unfortunately, this caused the 
Wyr to become unpredictable, criminal, or insane.

Play style
Quirky dialog.  Their small, hand-held gun can  be a 
little glitchy and unreliable.  They  take delight in 
throwing bombs at their enemies, with unrivalled 
explosive damage.  The wyr also construct small 
portable turrets in battle to provide supporting fire.

Weapons
Disintegrator

• Wyr pistols are known to be a bit glitchy, but occasionally fire in a rapid burst.

• Primary use:  Precise shots at single distant targets.

Zapper

• Designed for construction tasks, but can deliver a powerful shock

• Primary use:  High damage to close range targets.

• The zapper can hit multiple targets at once if they are all in front of you.

Bomb Dispenser

• Hold down fire button to increase the throw distance, then release. 

• A red target will appear on the ground indicating the bomb's aim position.

• Primary use:  Very effective on buildings, turrets, and crowds.  

Turret Kit

• Supporting fire.  Build within range of enemy targets.

• Double-click to construct.  

• Turret will last for 3 minutes.
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Character Combat

Health
Your character's health is displayed on the circular meter on the bottom left of the screen.  The 8 blue 
lights on this meter indicate your current health.  If all 8 lights are on, you have full heath.  If you reach 
0 lights, you are about to die.  

Ammunition
Ammo is shown in the center of the health meter.  If you try to shoot your weapon without ammo, you 
will automatically reload.  Your character has  unlimited ammo packs, you will never run out of ammo 
to reload your weapon.

Weapons
Your weapons are displayed beside the health meter.  The current weapon is highlit blue.  To be 
effective in combat, you must learn to quickly switch between weapons, to use the best weapon for 
your current combat situation.
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Aim Crosshairs
When you hold down aim, the aim crosshairs appear.  In the aim crosshairs, you will see:

• left side:  target distance 

• right side:  target health

While activating the aim crosshairs, the turn controls become more precise.  This makes it easier to 
accurately aim towards a small or distant target, but slower to turn.

Radar
Your radar is displayed in the top right of the screen.  Red blips are enemies, green friendlies, and blue 
are neutral.

Friendly Troop Health
When you invade an enemy planet, the health of all your troops will be displayed under the radar.  For 
each troop, a small blue health bar is displayed.

Target selection
• select next:  Switches between anything on-screen, including both enemies and friendlies

• select next enemy:  Switches only between enemies, useful in combat.

Always select the enemy you are attacking.  This will show you the enemies health.  Also, an arrow 
will point towards a selected target if they move off-screen.  The auto-aim difficulty option relies on 
target selection.

The Stim Belt
The stim belt is on the bottom right of the screen.  This contains stims, which can be used to heal 
yourself, or provide temporary combat boosts.  The stim belt has 2 parts:  The slots and the timer.  You 
can drag stims between your slots and your equipment panel, or between different slots to change their 
order.

Stim Belt Slots
Each slot can hold 1 type of stim.  At the beginning of the game, you will only have one slot for nano-
surgery (heal) stims.  More stim slots can be earned through spending skill points.  A small number 
above the stim icon will indicate how many stims you have left.

Stim Belt Timer
The duration of a stim will show in the timer, which drains like an hourglass.  Only one stim can be 
active at a time.  Using a second stim before the first one finishes will cancel and override the first stim.
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Character Combat Tips

Tight Formation
Stick close to your friendly troops.  A focused group attack is more effective and less dangerous.

Strafe
Strafe left or right while firing to avoid incoming fire.

Cover
Run and use cover when under heavy fire.

Weapon Selection
Learn the strengths and weaknesses of each of your weapons.

Learn to quickly switch to the best weapon for your current combat situation.

Use Stims
Stims are cheap.  Use them.  The bonus reward you receive from mission badges will far outweigh the 
cost of the stims.  Activate the stim you need before you engage in close range combat.

Destroying Buildings
Enemy troops will drop out of destroyed buildings.  Always target the same building as your friendly 
troops to avoid having to fight two buildings worth of enemy troops at once.

Health
Your character's health slowly regenerates over time, even without stims.

Tactics
Different weapons and tactics may be more or less effective against different factions.  For example, 
the Salvation's shield can reflect bullets, but cannot stop a close range melee attack like the Drone 
Unity's claw, the Free Nations' electro blade, or the Wyr zapper.

Damage Rate
Destroy enemy units fast.  More of your troops will survive, making the remaining battle easier.  You 
can be a little more gung-ho if you've got a lot of extra nano-surgery stims to heal yourself.
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Ship Combat

Speed Meter
Your ship's speed will also affect your turn rate.  The faster you're moving, the more quickly you turn.

Shield Meter
If your shield meter reaches 0, your ship explodes.  Try not to let that happen.

Energy Meter
Energy is used to fire your weapons and for engine thrust and strafing.  Energy is regenerated fairly 
quickly, depending on the tech level of your ship's reactor.

Shield Regen
Controls:  F1 (keyboard)

Your ship is equipped with a limited number of shield regens.  These will replenish your shields if you 
have taken damage.  The shield regen is shown in slot 1.  The small number overlay indicates how 
many charges you have left.
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Missiles
Controls:  F2 (keyboard)

Your ship also has missiles.  These are shown in slot 2.  The number overlay indicates how many 
missiles you have left.  Missiles will automatically launch towards your selected target.  Although they 
are guided, their turn rate is limited, and may miss a rapidly evading target.

EMP
Controls:  F3 (keyboard)

Once you purchase an EMP, it will be shown in slot 3.  EMPs are used to disarm incoming missiles. 
They require careful timing.  When a missile is tracking your ship, you will hear a beeping sound, and 
see an "incoming missile" message.  

EMPs have a very short range.  When the "incoming missile" text turns red, the missile is within EMP 
range and can be disarmed with an EMP blast.  Activating an EMP before a missile is in range will 
have no effect.

Ship Repairs
When you dock at a station, the repair panel will automatically open up along the left side of the 
screen.  

Here, you can pay cred to repair your shields, and restock your shield gen, missiles, and EMP charges.

Auto-aim and Target selection
If the "auto-aim" difficulty setting is on (which it is by default), it is VERY IMPORTANT to select 
your target, using "z"  (default keyboard configuration).  This is because your ship's computers will 
slightly correct your bullet's trajectory when you are firing at your selected target.  This does NOT 
work if you are firing at a non-selected target.
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Ship Combat Tips

Maintain Speed
Keep your speed up (at least half) during combat.  Slow moving ships make for easy targets.  Collisions 
will decrease your speed, so speed up after you hit something.

Strafe Damage
Strafe immediately when you see incoming fire or when you start taking damage.  You can often strafe 
incoming fire even if you are not facing the bullets.  Your strafe thrusters cost energy, and will not 
engage if you're out of energy.

Hold Down Aim
While aim is held down, your ships motion will be more precise, but you will turn more slowly.  Aim is 
very useful for precisely targeting distant ships.  Release the aim button when you are done firing, so 
you can start turning more quickly again.

Conserve Energy
Save your energy by waiting to fire until you've got solid aim at your target.

Missile Timing
A well-timed missile can sometimes destroy a damaged enemy ship before it can regenerate its shields.

Upgrade your Ship
Purchase upgraded ship components where you need them.  For example, if you're having trouble with 
missiles, buy an upgraded EMP.

Retreat
Use the retreat button or jump away before your ship is destroyed.  Failing a mission is better than 
dying.

Repair
Always repair your damage and restock your ship before a big battle.
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Ship Components

While docked inside a space station, you can purchase upgraded ship components to make your ship 
more powerful.  To upgrade, speak to the Ship Engineer inside the Ship Hangar.

Beam
Beams are a ship's primary weapon.  They consume energy when fired.  Higher 
tech beams will have increased range, fire rate, and damage, but consume more 
energy.

EMP
The EMP (electro-magnetic-pulse) is used to disable incoming missiles.  The 
“incoming missile” text will turn red when within EMP range.  Higher tech EMPs 
will have increased range and more charges.

Energy Bank
Energy banks store the energy needed for weapons and engine thrust.  Higher tech 
energy banks provide a larger "tank" of energy.

Engine
A ship's engine determines it's maximum speed and strafing ability.

Missile Bay
Missiles will track towards your selected target.  You must purchase missiles to 
reload the missile bay while docked in a space station. Higher tech missile bays 
contain more missiles and do more damage.

Reactor
The reactor regenerates energy into your ship's energy bank.  Higher tech reactors 
generate energy more quickly.
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Shield
The shield protects a ship from damage.  A ship explodes when the shield reaches 
zero.  Higher tech shields can withstand more damage.

Shield Generator
The shield generator is used to repair your ship's shields.  It can be used during 
combat.  Higher tech shield generators contain more charges and restore more 
health.

Teleportation Drive
Enables teleportation from space directly to any of your faction's space stations. 
This is useful to quickly travel to a station to receive a mission, or to teleport 
home after a mission is completed.

Tech 
Level

Beam EMP Energy 
Bank

Engine Missile 
Bay

Reactor Shield Shield 
Generator

1 Laser 
Beam

EMP v-1 Alpha 
Containment

Impulse Missile 
Bay v-1

Solar 
Reactor

Absorption 
Shield

Shield 
Generator 
v-1

2 Pulse 
Beam

EMP v-2 Beta 
Containment

Compression Missile 
Bay v-2

Particle 
Reactor

Diffusion 
Shield

Shield 
Generator 
v-2

3 Ion Beam EMP v-3 Gamma 
Containment

Contortion Missile 
Bay v-3

Fission 
Reactor

Refraction 
Shield

Shield 
Generator 
v-3

4 Disruption 
Beam

EMP v-4 Delta 
Containment

Entropy Missile 
Bay v-4

Heavy 
Mass 
Reactor

Inversion 
Shield

Shield 
Generator 
v-4

5 Anti-
matter 
Beam

EMP v-5 Zeta 
Containment

Vortex Missile 
Bay v-5

Metamo
rphosis 
Reactor

Entropy 
Shield

Shield 
Generator 
v-5

Technology levels for ship components

Experimental Ship Tech
At rank 6, you will gain access to experimental ship tech, which can be purchased to further enhance 
your ship.
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Space Stations

Space stations are your faction's base of operation.  All missions are launched from a space station. 
You can dock your ship inside any of your faction's space stations.  Inside a space station are many 
troops and officers.  To talk to an officer, approach them and hit "use".

Ship Hangar
• For docking and launching ships.

• Ship Engineer:  sells ship upgrades

• Bounty Officer:  gives bounty missions, once you are rank 3 or above.

Drop Ship Hangar
• Drop ships carry troops to invade enemy planets.

• You will need to enter a drop ship to embark on an invasion mission.

Training Room
• This is where new recruits receive combat training.

Armory
• Armory officer:  sells equipment upgrades - guns and armor.

Medi-Lab
• Stim medic:  sells stim capsules:

• Stim Capsule:  Nano-Surgery - healing

• Stim Capsule:  Focus - increases attack rate

• Stim Capsule:  Speed - increases movement rate

• Stim Capsule:  Pain Killer - damage reduction

• At first, only Nano-Surgery stims are available.  You can gain access to the other stims by 
spending skill points.

Mission Control
• Mission Officer:  your contact for space and planet battle missions.

• Cartographer:  your contact for missions to investigate new unstable wormholes.
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• Communications officer:  handles docking and launching.

Central Menu
To open the central menu:

• Keyboard:  hit "c"

• Gamepad:  hit "start"

Mission Panel
The mission panel displays your mission contact, their location, the mission target, reward, and other 
mission-specific details.

Bio Panel
The bio panel shows your rank, combat medals, and cred (money).  It also has a button to open the 
"time line", which shows the history of the game.  New time line markers will be revealed as you battle 
the enemy.

Equipment Panel
The equipment panel contains:

• 3 weapon slots

• 1 armor slot

• 12 storage slots 

You can equip and unequip items by dragging them to another slot, or by double clicking them.  You 
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can discard an item by dragging it off of the equipment panel.

Ship Panel
The ship panel shows what components you have installed into your ship.  If you are in a space station, 
you can click the arrows to upgrade your ship components.  Most ship components are upgradable from 
tech level 1 to tech level 5.

Skill Panel
The skill panel will indicate how many skill points you currently have, and how close you are to your 
next skill point.  You earn skill points by defeating enemies, either in planet or space battles.    When 
you have one or more skill points, the available skills will glow blue.

Galaxy Map
Shows all the stellar systems, planets, space stations, and colonies.  You can click on these for more 
information.

Scanner
The scanner shows a list of everything around you, and their distance.  

• Enemies are red

• Friendlies are green

• Neutral are grey

• Special mission objectives purple.  

You can sort this list by clicking on the tabs at the top:  "type", "name", or "distance".

Scanner buttons:

• Scan:  View details on the selected item.

• Hail:  Contact the selected item, used for docking at stations.

• Jump:  Enter jump space to quickly travel to the selected item.

Retreat Button
The retreat button can be used to retreat from a losing battle once you are rank 5.  It works in both 
planet and space battles.
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Missions

Mission Officer
You get missions from a mission officer.  There is one mission officer in each space station.  When a 
mission is ready, the mission officer will hail you.  A hail will show up in the usage panel, like this: 
"Mission:  Invade Planet Jalakar".

Hails
To respond to a hail, press use ("spacebar" on keyboard).  This will open a conversation with the 
mission officer.  You can accept or decline the mission.  Declining a lot of missions is a bad idea - you 
won't gain ranks and your faction will more easily be defeated.  Don't worry if you miss a hail.  The 
mission officer will try again later.  

Mission Briefing
For most missions, there will be a mission briefing.  To receive the briefing, you must travel to meet the 
mission officer.  You may need to fly to a different space station for this.  Once there, you can talk to 
the mission officer and view the mission briefing.  This briefing will describe the mission target, 
location, and objective.  You can skip the mission briefing by hitting escape.

Cartographer
Some special missions to explore wormholes and alien planets will be offered by the cartographer 
rather than the mission officer.
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Drop Ships
For planet invasion missions, you will need to enter a drop ship.  While an invasion mission is active, 
walk to the Drop Hangar, walk into the glowing beam of light, and hit use to enter the drop ship.

Fleets
For space battle missions, you will need to enter your ship and launch to space.  Once in space, you 
must travel with your fleet to the mission target.  This will involve jumping and navigating wormholes. 
Follow your fleet leader's instructions which are displayed at the top of your screen.  

Mission Expiry
Most missions are carried out by an entire fleet or troop force.  When you get a mission, the other ships 
or troops will only wait so long until they launch without you.  The mission panel shows an expiry time 
countdown, make sure to disembark on the mission before this hits 0.  Missions will not expire once 
combat is underway.

Mission Rewards
The mission panel displays the rank points and cred you will earn from solving the mission.  If you 
excel in a space or planet battle mission, you will be awarded badges.  There are gold, silver, and 
bronze, depending on how awesome you were.  Example badges include "turret killer" for destroying 
many enemy turrets, and "extreme damage" for high damage output.  Earning badges gives you bonus 
cred for completing the mission.

Retreat
Once you are rank 5, you can order a mission retreat.  Retreating will abandon the mission, and cause 
your fleet or troops to return to their home station.  This may be wise if you are losing or badly 
outnumbered, to prevent heavier losses.
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Mission Types

Planet Invasion Missions
A planet invasion mission involves sending troops to an enemy planet to destroy the colony.  You, and 
all the other troops from the launch station will travel by drop ship to the enemy planet.  You must 
destroy all enemy defenses and colony buildings.  The mission is complete when all enemies are 
destroyed.

To embark on an invasion mission, you must go to the drop ship hangar, and enter a drop ship.

Space Battle Missions
When you join a space battle mission, you must travel to the mission target with the other fleet ships. 
This will involve travelling through wormholes and jump space with the other pilots.  The fleet leader 
will give you messages about where to jump.  In case you miss it, the Fleet panel will indicate where 
the fleet is jumping to.  The fleet panel also indicates the number of ships left in the fleet.

Bounty Missions
Bounty missions can be obtained from the bounty officer at rank 3.  These are a good way to earn some 
cred while there are no other missions available.

When you talk to the bounty officer, you can choose which bounty you want to pursue.  After you 
accept the mission, the bounty's location will be marked by a red bullseye on the galaxy map.  You may 
need to use wormholes and travel to a different stellar system to reach your bounty target.

Unstable Wormhole Missions
The cartographer will contact you for a mission whenever a new wormhole is discovered.  These new 
wormholes are highly chaotic and dangerous to navigate.  They require expert pilot skills.  If you 
successfully navigate the unstable wormhole, you will emerge into a new galaxy that has never before 
been explored by mankind.

New Galaxy Missions
Whenever a new planet is discovered, you will be contacted to survey the planet.  The cartographer will 
give you 5 beacon items, which will be placed in your equipment panel.  Your job is to descend to the 
planet surface, and plant the 5 beacons.  This is done by opening your equipment panel and double-
clicking on the beacon.  The beacons must be separated by a minimum distance from one another, so 
you can't just construct them all in the same place.  Once all 5 beacons are constructed, you will be 
notified if anything interesting is detected on the planet surface, and your mission and scanner will be 
updated accordingly.
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Launching, Docking, Landing

Launching
To launch from a space station or planet:

1. Enter the beam of light under your ship

2. The "enter ship" usage panel will appear

3. Hit "use" (spacebar on keyboard)

4. Click the launch button

Docking
You can dock at any friendly space station.

1. Jump to the station, if needed (see section "Jump Space")

2. Open your scanner

3. Select the station

4. Click the hail button

5. This will initiate a conversation with the Communications officer

6. Request docking

7. The space station will pull your ship in using a docking beam

Keyboard shortcut to hail a station:

1. tab-select the space station

2. press "t" to hail it.

Landing on a Planet
To land on a planet, select it on your scanner, and jump towards it.  You will automatically land on the 
planet once you reach it.  
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Jump Space
While inside your ship, you can use jump space to quickly travel to any object on your scanner.  

Jump Instructions
1. Open the Central Menu

2. Click the scanner button

3. Click on the object you want to jump to

4. Click the jump button

5. A countdown will begin.  Once finished, you will enter jump space.

Jump space is dangerous.  Lightning arc discharges must be dodged, or they will damage your ship. 
You will automatically disengage jump space when you arrive at your destination.

Jump space allows travel between places within the same stellar system.  To travel to different stellar 
systems, you must travel through wormholes.

Jumpspace Tips
• Look ahead and steer towards a clear path.  

• Use both left-right and up-down movement to avoid lightning arcs.
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Wormholes

Wormholes allow you to travel between different stellar systems.  

The galaxy map indicates which systems are connected by wormholes.

Wormhole Instructions
1.  Plan your route by using the galaxy map  (see section "Galaxy Navigation")

2.  Jump to the wormhole

3.  Fly into the swirling vortex in the center of the wormhole ring

4.  You will enter wormhole space.

5.  Navigate through wormhole space by steering down the wormhole tunnel.

6.  Hitting the edges of the wormhole tunnel will cause damage to your ship.

7.  At the far end of the tunnel, you will emerge into the destination stellar system.

Wormhole Tips
• Look as far down the wormhole tunnel as you can see, and aim your ship towards that spot.

• Don't over-steer.  Use slight, steady adjustments to keep from careening out of control.
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Galaxy Map

The galaxy map shows suns, orbiting planets, space stations, colonies, and wormholes which connect 
the different stellar systems.  It will also show your active mission, and draw an arrow from the launch 
station to the mission target.  You need to use the galaxy map when planning travel from one part of the 
galaxy to another.

Space Stations and Colonies
Space station and colony icons will be coloured according to their faction:

Only one colony and one space station can be built per-planet.  They can be different factions.
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Galaxy Navigation

Planning a Route

To travel from one stellar to another, you must first plan a route using your galaxy map.  

1. Open the galaxy map

2. Find your current location (marked by a gold star)

3. Find the location of your destination (e.g. a planet, space station, or bounty target)

4. Look for the wormhole or series of wormholes that connect your location to your destination. 
Wormholes are named according to the nearest planet of their destination.

5. Jump to and enter the wormhole

6. Navigate the wormhole tunnel

7. You will exit in the new stellar

8. Continue travelling wormholes until you are in your destination stellar system.

9. Once there, jump to your target.

  

Example

Current Location:  Docked at Space Station Batiel (Virgo 392)

Destination:  Station Xephrayne (Virgo 371)

1. Launch from station

2. Jump to:  Wormhole > Mogto

3. Travel through wormhole to Virgo 314

4. Jump to:  Wormhole > Quar

5. Travel through wormhole to Virgo 371

6. Jump to:  Station Xephrayne
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Ranks
• You earn rank points by completing missions for your faction.  

• The bio panel will indicate your progress towards your next rank.

• Each rank gained unlocks a new privilege.

Rank 1:  Recruit
At rank 1, you will receive basic combat training, then begin your first missions.

Rank 2:  Fighter Ship
You will be given a fighter ship and summoned for flight training.

Rank 3:  Bounty Missions
Allows you to receive bounty missions from the bounty officer in your space station.

Rank 4:  Alien Planet Missions
You will be contacted to explore unstable wormholes and discover new alien planets.

Rank 5:  Order Mission Retreat
You can now use the "retreat" button on the central menu to order a retreat from battle.  This only 
works while you are on a mission, and causes the mission to be abandoned.  If used in space, your fleet 
will return to your home station.  If used on a planet, your troops will return to their home station.  

Rank 6:  Experimental Ship Tech
Provides access to powerful cutting edge upgrades for your ship.  Speak to the ship engineer to buy the 
upgrades.

Rank 7:  Enemy Intel
You will now receive galactic news events for the activities of all factions, instead of just your own.

Rank 8:  Faction Command
You now command all space stations, colonies, and resources for your faction.  See section "Faction 
Command"
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Skills

Category:  Defensive
This category gives you armor and healing bonuses

• Skill 1. Armor Cell Enhancement 1

• Skill 2. Armor Cell Enhancement 2

• Skill 3. Fast Regen

• Skill 4. Enhanced Nano-Surgery Receptors

Category:  Offensive
This category increases your skill and efficiency with 
weapons.

• Skill 1. Fast Reload

• Skill 2. Accuracy

• Skill 3. Critical Shot

• Skill 4. Unique Faction Skill

Category: Stim Capsules
This category provides access to new kinds of stims.

• Skill 1. Stim Focus

• Skill 2. Stim Speed

• Skill 3. Stim Pain Killer

• Skill 4. Stim Slow Injection

Category:  Stim Capacity
This category allows you to carry more of each type of stim.

• Skill 1.  Stim Capacity +1

• Skill 2.  Stim Capacity +2

• Skill 3.  Stim Capacity +3

• Skill 4.  Stim Capacity +4

In game, you can hover over a skill icon and you will be given more detailed information.  The skills 
you can pick from next will glow blue.
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Faction Warfare

All factions are at war with one another.  This means that there will be planet and space battles between 
the other factions, even when you are not present to witness them.

This also means that you might come across enemy battles, or an enemy fleet as it travels towards its 
target.  This is a dangerous situation.  If you are alone, you may want to quickly jump away from an 
entire enemy fleet.

Station Alarm
At any time, an enemy faction can launch an attack against one of your planets or stations.  If you are 
inside an attacked station, you will hear an alarm, and receive a message for all fighter ships to launch.

If you successfully help to defend the station, you will receive cred and mission points.

If a station is attacked while its fleet is launched on a mission, the fleet will be teleported back to the 
station to defend against the attackers.

Galactic News
All factions will construct new colonies and space stations as the game progresses.  As these events 
occur, you will receive a galactic news notification.  

Hitting use ("spacebar" on keyboard) will open the galactic news details for you to view.

Until you are rank 7, you will only receive galactic news for events relating to your own faction.  At 
rank 7 and higher, you are given access to enemy intel and will receive galactic news for all factions.

Faction Defeat
If all a faction's space stations and colonies are destroyed, then that faction is defeated.

They will no longer appear in the game.  If this happens to your faction, then practically speaking you 
have lost the game.  You will receive no more missions, and have no place to dock, refuel, rank up, or 
buy equipment and upgrades.
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Faction Command
Once you achieve Rank 8: faction commander, you take over full control of your faction.  You will now 
be in control of building space stations, colonies, military units, and ordering missions.  All faction 
commands are issued through the galaxy map.

Command List
1. Build a new colony

2. Construct colony buildings

3. Construct colony troops

4. Construct colony turrets

5. Construct colony fliers

6. Construct colony mechs

7. Build a new space station

8. Construct space station fleet ships

9. Construct space station troops

10. Construct a battleship

11. Order an attack against an enemy colony

12. Order an attack against an enemy space station
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Colony Command
Instructions:

1. Open the galaxy map

2. Click on one of your faction's colony icons

3. The colony command buttons will appear along the left side of the screen

4. Click on the buttons to build new buildings or military units

5. To build military units, you must have the proper building:

• Barracks:  Allows you to build troops

• Turret Factory:  Allows you to build turrets

• Air Support:  Allows you to build fliers

• Mech Factory:  Allows you to build a mech

Station Command
Instructions:

1. Open the galaxy map

2. Click on one of your faction's station icons

3. The station command buttons will appear along the left side of the screen

4. Click on the buttons to build new troops, ships, or launch an attack

5. To launch an attack against an enemy colony, click the invade button, then click on the enemy 
colony icon

6. To launch an attack against an enemy station, click the launch button, then click on the enemy 
station icon

7. You can also build a battleship to defend a space station

Building New Colonies
Instructions:

1. Open the galaxy map

2. Each planet can only have one colony

3. Choose a planet with no colony

4. Click on the planet label

5. The command buttons will appear along the left side of the screen

6. Click on the "Colonize Planet" button
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Building New Space Stations
Instructions:

1. Open the galaxy map

2. Each planet can only have one station

3. Choose a planet with no station

4. Click on the planet label

5. The command buttons will appear along the left side of the screen

6. Click on the "Build Station" button

Speaking with Enemy Faction Leaders
Communications access to enemy faction leaders will be unlocked shortly after you become faction 
commander.  You may demand surrender, make peace, or plan attacks against a common enemy.  An 
enemy leader's willingness to cooperate will depend on their fear and hostility towards your faction. 
For example, an enemy faction will only surrender if they are very weak and your faction is dominant. 
Whereas a more equal strength faction may be willing to attack a common enemy.  Attacking an enemy 
faction will temporarily boost their hostility towards you.

Resources
Unit construction requires resources.  Resources are collected automatically by your faction's colonies. 
Each command button indicates the resource cost of that command.  
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Colonies
Colonies gather resources for a faction.  Resources are required to build new space stations, colonies, 
and military units.

Only one colony can be built per planet.  If another faction wants to build a colony on an occupied 
planet, it must destroy the enemy colony first.

Each colony building has a specific purpose:

Extractor
The extractor collects resources from this planet.  Resources can be used to construct additional 
colonies, space stations, and military units.

Refinery
The refinery doubles the resource collection rate on a colony, provided an extractor is present.

Barracks
Barracks allow you to construct troops to defend a colony.

Turret Factory
The turret factory allows you to construct turrets to defend a colony.

Air Support
The air support building allows you to construct fliers to defend a colony.  Fliers are airborne units that 
drop bombs on invading troops.

Mech factory
The mech factory allows you to construct a powerful mech unit to defend a colony.

Observatory
The observatory will detect launched fleets anywhere in this colony's system.

Detected fleets will be displayed in the galaxy map.
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Faction Command Tips

Stations and Colonies
• Stations are primarily offensive.  All missions to attack an enemy are launched from a space 

station.  

• Colonies gather resources which are used to build additional space stations, colonies, and 
military units.

• Having only 1 space station or 1 colony is a dangerous situation, as the key to survival involves 
both resource collection and attacking enemy factions.

Resource Collection
• Maintain as many colonies as you can, and ensure to build extractors and refineries to gain 

resources.

• Manage your resources carefully between rebuilding your own defenses, attacking enemies, and 
building new colonies and stations.

Colony and Station Defense
• Rebuild the defenses of your colonies and stations after they are attacked, or use the “auto-

build” check-box.

• Whenever you have a station or colony which has less than full defense, an icon will appear on 
the top left of your screen.

• Colony icon:  A yellow, orange, or red icon will appear depending how low the defenses 
of your most undefended colony are.

• Station icon:  A yellow, orange, or red icon will appear depending how low the defenses 
of your most undefended station are.

• For full colony defense, build:

• 20 troops

• 5 turrets

• 5 fliers

• 1 mech

• For full station defense, build:

• 20 fighter ships

• 1 battleship

• Space station troops do not play a role in defense.  They are only used to invade enemy 
colonies.
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Galaxy Map tool-tips
• Hovering over a friendly colony or station will show a tooltip which summarizes its current 

defense rating.  

Concentrated Forces
• Enemy factions are more likely to attack colonies and stations in the same stellar system.  

• Taking control of all planets in a stellar system is advantageous.

Colonize High Resource Planets
• Hover or click on a planet label to see its resource rating.  

• Prefer to colonize planets with more resources.

Attacking the Enemy
• Before you launch an invasion mission against an enemy colony, ensure you have built 

maximum troops for that station.

• After you destroy an enemy colony, you should immediately build your own colony on the 
vacant planet.

• Before you launch a space battle mission against an enemy station, ensure you have built 
maximum ships for that station.

• After you destroy an enemy space station, you should immediately build your own space station 
in the vacant spot.

Speak With Enemy Faction Leaders
• Once com access has been unlocked, discuss peace, surrender, or an attack against a common 

enemy with the other faction leaders.

Avoid Unnecessary Losses
• Building new troops or ships costs valuable resources.

• Try to minimize the loss of units during battles, so you can spend your resources on building 
new colonies and space stations.

Observatories
• Building observatories on your colonies can give you advance warning on enemy fleets 

travelling through that stellar system.

"Build All" Shortcut
• If you hold down the shift key then click on a build button, it will build all units in one click. 

So you don't have to click the “build troop” button 20 times to restore all your troops.
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Difficulty
To adjust difficulty:

• Main Menu > Options > Difficulty

Space and Planet Difficulty Settings
There are separate difficulty settings for planet vs. space battle.  So maybe if you're good at planet 
battles, but shaky at space battles, you can adjust the space difficulty down to easy.  You can adjust the 
difficulty of the game up or down at any point during the game.

Auto-Aim
You will also notice an "auto-aim" checkbox underneath both planet and space battles.  The auto-aim 
causes your bullets to slightly track towards your selected target.  Auto-aim only works if you've 
selected the target you're firing at.  Press "z" (keyboard) to select enemies.

Saving and Loading

To Save the Game  Main Menu > Save Game

To Load a Saved Game  Main Menu > Load Game

Auto-saves
Every time you change to a different station, planet, or stellar system, the game will auto-save.  The 
two most recent auto-save files are kept, and older auto-saves are overwritten.  These are called:

• autosave

• autosave_previous

You should manually save the game once in a while, just to make sure you have a save point which will 
never be overwritten.

Screenshots

1. Take a screenshot by pressing the "print screen" button.

2. A dialog box will pop up telling you which folder contains your screenshots.  

3. This folder may depend on your operating system, but is probably in your documents folder: 
"Documents/Salvation Prophecy/Screenshots"

If you want to hide the user interface for your screenshot, hit “F10” first.
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Support Website
http://www.salvationprophecy.com

Feel free to drop by with questions, problems, or thoughts on the game.

PhysX by NVIDIA

NVIDIA(R) and PhysX(R) are registered trademarks of NVIDIA Corporation and are used under 
license.
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